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Abstract—The main goal of this paper is to investigate the impact of the network type and configuration on the transient behavior of the fault and neutral points during an earth fault. Studying both neutral and fault points enables us to understand clearly the network behavior. The investigations cover the effect of the network type including, feeder types: overhead line and mixed overhead and cable networks with different neutral earthing conditions: unearthed (isolated) or compensated neutral networks. The investigations focused on the transient behavior of the fault point (fault current and voltage) and neutral point voltage. A mathematical simulation model based on a realistic network is implemented using the transient simulation program ATP/EMTP. The effect of the capacitive response of cables in mixed networks has been investigated and presented. On the other hand, the interaction with a compensation coil has been highlighted as well.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of investigating fault generated transients is increasing especially, in high-speed and smart protection systems. According to a previous investigation [1], the network type and configuration have an impact in the transient behavior of the earth fault disturbance; however, a further comprehensive investigation of the transient behavior’s dependency on network configuration under different types of neutral connection has yet to be performed and would help us to predict the network transient performance. In Finland, the Nordic and many European countries, the specific conductivity of the soil is usually so low that it is not easy to achieve low earthing resistances in the protective earthing at the distribution substations and in the operational earthing of the low-voltage network; the earthing resistances are typically of the order of a few ohms. This is the main reason why the medium-voltage network is operated as unearthed (isolated) neutral. Further networks often have compensation of the earth fault current (compensated neutral networks) [2]. The main advantages of unearthed neutral networks are small earth fault currents and that a single fault does not require immediate shutdown of the medium voltage distribution network. The main problem is the over-voltage caused by the charging of the system capacitance of the sound phases and lines, which may lead to flashover/breakdown or may establish a double line to earth fault [3]. The fault and neutral points have a special significance as they can clearly describe the fault characteristics. Direct treatment of this subject is conspicuously lacking in the literature. The fault point investigation is of special concern as it highlights the behavior of the fault voltage and current. Both fault voltage and current behavior can determine how the fault will developed.

In transient arcing faults, at zero-current points, the fault can extinguish permanently or reignite again, as, for example, in intermittent faults, mainly based on the arc voltage (magnitude and its rate of rising) and the arc current magnitude. The nonlinearity of the arcing resistance may have an effect in the transient behavior. The effect of the arc nonlinearity will not be considered in this paper. The arc resistance will be presented simply as a constant ohmic value as proposed by Warrington [4] or Blackburn [5]. Care must be taken, of course, not to use empirical formulae out of context. The isolated or compensated neutral point voltage gives rise to the overvoltage phenomenon, which increases the risk of a double line to earth fault.

In this paper, the impact of the network configuration and type including feeder types (overhead line and mixed overhead and cables) and neutral earthing conditions (isolated or compensated neutral network) will be presented. The investigations will focus on the transient behavior of the fault point (fault current and voltage) and neutral point voltage. Based on a typical 20 kV medium voltage distribution network configuration, a suitable network model will be proposed for the required investigations. The mathematical model of the network will be implemented using EMTP-ATP program [6]. A primary (110/20 kV) substation feeds a rural overhead network consisting of several feeders of many tens of kilometers length and suburban underground network containing several short feeders. The high values of the distributed earth capacitance of the cables in cable or mixed networks may have a strong effect on the transient response of
the distribution network. Based on the simulation results, practical observations will be presented and should be considered during network planning and operation to achieve the required transient performance of the network.

II. THE STUDY MV NETWORK

Based on present 20 kV medium voltage distribution networks, a realistic network of the arrangement shown in Fig. 1 is proposed for the study. The network data are given in the appendix (data and Fig. 11). A typical arrangement of the rural overhead line and suburban underground cable feeders (at 20 kV) has been proposed based on information from [6-10] and is given in the appendix (Figs. 12, 13). The mathematical model of the network has been implemented using the alternative transient program ATP/EMTP [11], which is a popular simulation software package mainly intended for transient analysis applications. ATPDraw, a graphical pre-processor to ATP, has been used to construct the network elements using suitable graphical blocks/symbols, to plot the required figures and to write the required output data files in a suitable form for transfer to Matlab [12] for any required advanced analysis. The ATPDraw circuit is also given in the appendix (Fig. 14).

![Fig. 1. The realistic arrangement of the medium voltage distribution network.](image)

III. THE TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR OF THE NETWORK

In this section, the transient behavior of the network will be investigated during an earth fault (SLGF: single line to ground fault in phase-a) in the first overhead feeder (LF1) of the rural overhead line network. The investigations will focus on the transient behavior of the fault point for the fault current (IFa) and voltage (VFa) and the neutral point voltage (VN). Considering the same fault conditions (type: SLGF, location: on feeder LF1, moment: at 2 ms of the second cycle and fault resistance: 100 Ω), the network transient behavior will be investigated in the following different simulation test cases of network type and configuration:

- Unearthed overhead network (U OH)
- Compensated overhead network (C OH)
- Unearthed mixed network (U Mx)
- Compensated mixed network (C Mx)

From these simulation test cases, the behavior of the network can be investigated easily from the following comparisons:

A. Comparison between unearthed and different compensation levels of overhead network. This comparison is required when changing the overhead network operation from unearthed operation into compensated neutral operation. It also clarifies the effect of compensation level in the transient behavior of the overhead network.

B. Comparison between unearthed and different compensation levels of mixed network. This comparison is required when changing the mixed network operation from unearthed operation into compensated neutral operation. It also clarifies the effect of compensation level in the transient behavior of the mixed network.

C. Comparison between unearthed and compensated overhead and mixed networks. This comparison gives a general picture about different network operation conditions.

In the following sections, suitable figures will present the transient behavior of the network based on the three comparison cases. Each figure includes two sub-figures. The upper sub-figure presents a period of three cycles (60 ms at 50 Hz), which, given that the fault occurs at 22 ms (2 ms in the second cycle), can present the behavior in the first two cycles after the fault incidence. The lower sub-figure focuses only on the transient period (the first three milliseconds after fault incidence) to highlight the behavior during the fast transient period. Each comparison contains three figures. The behavior of the neutral point voltage (VN) is presented in the first figure, the fault point voltage (VFa) in the second figure and the fault point current (VFa) in the third figure.

A. Comparison between unearthed and different compensation levels of overhead network

Fig. 2 presents the neutral point voltage (VN) for unearthed (VN Un) and different compensation levels of overhead network. The considered levels of compensation are: 80 % (VN C80%), 90 % (VN C90%), 100 % (VN C100%), 110 % (VN C110%) and 120 % (VN C120%). Fig. 3 presents the fault point voltage (VFa) for unearthed (VFaUn) and different compensation levels of overhead network. The considered levels of compensation are: 80 % (VFaC80%), 90 % (VFaC90%), 100 % (VFaC100%), 110 % (VFaC110%) and
120 % (VNaf120%). Fig. 4 presents the fault point current (IFa) for unearthed (IFaUn) and different compensation levels of overhead network. The same levels of compensation are considered, 80 % (IFaC80%), 90 % (IFaC90%), 100 % (IFaC100%), 110 % (IFaC110%) and 120 % (IFaC120%).

B. Comparison between unearthed and different compensation levels of mixed network

Fig. 5 presents the neutral point voltage (VN) for unearthed (VN Un) and different compensation levels of mixed network. The considered levels of compensation are: 80 % (VN C80%), 90 % (VN C90%), 100 % (VN C100%), 110 % (VN C110%) and 120 % (VN C120%). Fig. 6 presents the fault point voltage (VFa) for unearthed (VFaUn) and different compensation levels of overhead network. The considered levels of compensation are: 80 % (VFaC80%), 90 % (VFaC90%), 100 % (VFaC100%), 110 % (VFaC110%) and 120 % (VFaC120%). Fig. 7 presents the fault point current (IFa) for unearthed (IFaUn) and different compensation levels of overhead network. The considered levels of compensation are: 80 % (IFaC80%), 90 % (IFaC90%), 100 % (IFaC100%), 110 % (IFaC110%) and 120 % (IFaC120%).

C. Comparison between unearthed and compensated overhead and mixed networks

Fig. 8 presents the neutral point voltage (VN) for unearthed overhead network (VN U OH), compensated neutral overhead network (VN C OH), and unearthed mixed network (VN U Mx), compensated neutral mixed network (VN C Mx). The considered level of compensation is 100 %. Fig. 9 presents the fault point voltage (VFa) for unearthed overhead network (VFaU OH), compensated neutral overhead network (VFaC OH), unearthed mixed network (VFaU Mx), and compensated neutral mixed network (VFaC Mx). Fig. 10 presents the fault point current (IFa) for unearthed overhead network (IFaU OH), compensated neutral overhead network (IFaC OH), unearthed mixed network (IFaU Mx), and compensated neutral mixed network (IFaC Mx).

D. The transient investigations of network behavior

Based on the simulation results presented in Figs. 2-10, the following investigations can be concluded:

It can be seen from Figs. 2-4 that the transient is very similar for the neutral point voltage and fault point voltage and current. Therefore, the compensation of overhead network has almost no effect on the network transient performance. The compensation also has little effect on the steady-state neutral point voltage, however it sharply decreases the steady-state fault point voltage and current. The same behavior can be found in mixed networks based on Figs. 5-7. The transient is similar, in the first two milliseconds, for neutral point voltage and fault point voltage and current. Therefore, compensation of mixed (overhead and cable) network has little effect on the network transient performance. The compensation slowly increases the steady-state neutral point voltage by about 10% with a leading phase shift of about 45°.
Fig. 4. The fault current for unearthed and compensated overhead network.

Fig. 5. The neutral voltage for unearthed and compensated mixed network.

Fig. 6. The fault voltage for unearthed and compensated mixed network.

Fig. 7. The fault current for unearthed and compensated mixed network.
On the other hand, the compensation slowly decreases the steady-state fault point voltage and current to very low levels. The slow speed of the transient response behavior is very clear in compensated mixed networks. The compensation level has a meaningful effect on the oscillation damping situation. Over-damping behavior appears with 100% compensation while under-damping behavior appears with other levels of compensation. Figs. 8-10 compare and clarify the transient and steady-state behavior of the networks under different operating conditions. The steady-state component for neutral point voltage is higher, by about 10% in magnitude, for overhead networks regardless of the compensation level (Fig. 7). A similar situation can be found for compensated mixed network, which smoothly and slowly changes (Fig. 7). The steady-state components for fault point voltage and current are very high in mixed networks. The highest value can be found in the case of unearthed mixed network, which should be controlled and limited by a suitable compensation degree (Figs. 9-10).

Regarding the transient behavior, the rate-of-change in the neutral point voltage, in the transient period, is higher in overhead network regardless of the compensation level and lower in mixed network regardless of the compensation level (Fig. 7). The opposite response can be observed for the transient behavior of the fault point voltage and current (Figs. 9-10). The higher magnitudes of fault point voltage and current in mixed networks affect its response. It sharply increases its rate-of-change. Although the over/under damping
phenomenon is expected in mixed network based on previous investigations, we found a higher rate-of-change in transients. The compensation levels have no effect in the transient rate-of-change (Figs. 9-10). The higher capacitive effect is dominant in mixed networks and the effect of the compensation coil appears very slowly, within about 10 ms.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the transient behavior of the medium voltage distribution network has been highlighted. The effect of network type and operation on the transient behavior of the neutral point voltage and fault point voltage and current has been investigated based on simulation results from many simulation test cases of a mathematical model depicting a realistic network using the ATP/EMTP transient simulation program. Many important observations about network transient behavior have been presented. The fast transients of the neutral point voltage are higher in overhead networks regardless of their compensation level. On the other hand, the fast transients of fault point voltage and current is higher in mixed networks regardless its compensation level. The transient period features are mainly controlled by the higher capacitive effect of the cables in mixed networks. The compensation coil effect appears slowly within 10 ms, and only affects the steady state components. These observations should be considered when planning to change the network operation from one condition to another to achieve the required network performance.

V. APPENDIX

The distribution network data:

HV/LV primary substation:
- Substation transformers: 2 × 40 MVA
- 110/20 kV, Connection: Star/Delta (Y/Δ)
- Reactance = 0.10 pu

MV network total load = 36 MVA

Rural MV overhead line network:
- Total load = 6 MVA
- Total feeders’ length = 180 km
- Feeder sections length = 5 × 2 km + 8 × 1 km + 8 × 1.5 km = 30 km
- Feeder sections’ load = 8 × 90 kVA + 3 × 45 kVA + 2 × 22.5 kVA = 900 kVA

LV transformers (20/0.4 kV) = 6 × 1000 kVA = 6 MVA
- Connection: Delta/Star-Earthed (∆/YΔ)
- Feeder sections details:
  - Feeder sections length = 5 × 2 km + 8 × 1 km + 8 × 1.5 km = 30 km
  - Feeder sections’ load = 8 × 90 kVA + 3 × 45 kVA + 2 × 22.5 kVA = 900 kVA
  - LV transformers = 8 × 100 kVA + 3 × 50 kVA + 2 × 25 kVA = 1000 kVA

Suburban MV underground cable network:
- Total load = 30 MVA
- Total feeders’ length = 18 km
- Feeder sections length = 4 × 600 m + 6 × 100 m = 3 km
- Feeder sections’ load = 4 × 900 kVA + 5 × 180 kVA = 4500 kVA
- Power factor improved from 0.7 to 0.9 by capacitor bank units
- LV transformers = 4 × 1000 kVA + 5 × 200 kVA = 5000 kVA

The distribution network data:

LV Network
- Transformer Feeder
- Circuit Breaker
- Disconnecter

Fig. 11. The arrangement of the medium voltage distribution network.
Rural 20 kV Overhead Lines
MV wooden pole with steel crossarm

Aluminium conductor (AAC 132)
Bare conductor: 132-AL1
19 Al strands, 132 mm²
Total diameter = 14.9 mm
DC resistance (20°C) = 0.219 Ω/km
Reactance = 0.35 Ω/km
Rating current (80°C) = 495 A

Fig. 12. A typical arrangement for 20 kV rural overhead line feeders.

Suburban 20 kV Underground Cables

AHXAMK-W 3x185Al+35 Cu 20 kV
Conductor diameter = 15.7 mm
Sheath diameter = 37 mm
Cable diameter = 80 mm
Max DC resistance of phase conductor (20°C) = 0.164 Ω/km
Max DC resistance of centre conductor (20°C) = 0.524 Ω/km
AC resistance of phase conductor (65°C) = 0.20 Ω/km
AC resistance of phase conductor (90°C) = 0.21 Ω/km
Inductance = 0.36 mH/km
Operating capacitance = 0.26 µF/km
Charging current (at 20 kV) = 1.00 A/km
Earth fault current (at 20 kV) = 2.90 A/km
Rating current (65°C) = 330 A

Fig. 13. Typical arrangement of 20 kV suburban underground cable feeders.

Fig. 14. The ATPDraw circuit of the study network.
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